
The chalices overflowed with broken rain
Tongues oscillated in all directions
Meat entered red meat as the life legion thundered with its marchings
Orders of magnitude were served up on platters of guilt
Tendons and ribs writhed everywhere
Cages were opened
Exceptions were wiped clean from flashing lips
Chins dribbled with black oil wealth
Desires were stoked by simulacra
The virgins expressed reservations
The white napes appeared soft
Exclamation points flashed in the air
We ingested coals of politeness
We were sated by empyrean peals
With our forks we lifted the spirits of an imagined future generation
In our cauldrons, technological expertise stewed with primaeval wisdom
Our cauldrons glowed gold and white with joy and urgency
Somewhere a prayer was silently said to consecrate a meal that had taken place prior 
to any event marked by living memory
The tablecloth was a red river of blood
Anxious teeth clattered with white flickering
Game was sought
A quiet pheasant whispered to me
She opened her beak and began:

-The ways will no longer square with the means
-The circle will soon be an oval
-The eggs will contain embryos threaded with unfathomable genetic material

I became astonished

Anatomy was presented in a surprising way
Rumblings were just barely registered
Five thousand throats were unable to ululate
Slits were carved by tiny knives
A pearl was discovered in the mouth of a clam
Archaic elbows withdrew from imagined tabletops
Servants were exploited over and over
We knew that the sky's yellow jaws were closing
Veneration flew around like deflated currency
Cold ones were cracked open
Places were prepared
Desperation reigned wearing a crown of dry marrow
We came to bid farewell to someone whose existence was only ever rumored
We were prepared to ingest anything
Lightening charred the servings of sweet memory
Plasma screens piled up all over one another



My eyes opened and they never closed again


